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ABSTRACT 
Alveolar w velar assimilation in stop place 
of articulation was studied in German ut- 
terances by spectmgraphic analysis and by 
recording tongue movements with an elec- 
tromagnetic articulogmph. Spectral and 
position! dificrcnces between the stop 
consonants and between different speak- 
ing rates were analyzed. Increased speak- 
ing rate for the alveolar stops clearly re- 
sulted in positional changes of the tongue 
towaxds a position appropriate for velax 
stops but still significantly diffcmnt from 
the latter. This seems to be in accordance 
with the view that assimilation is a contin- 
uous coarticulanory process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1988 Nolan [2] rcported an EPG study 
on English alveolar to velar assimilation of 
stop place of articulation in utterances of 
the fonn ”... bed girls ...” (vs all velar ”... bag girls ...”). Asgimilation resulted in 
EPG patterns with reduced as well as with 
a total loss of alveolar contact. This finding 
seemed to be in accordance with the view 
W fi m  is rather a continuous 

process than a css of fcafural change (cf. also [1]). proc 
Smcc despite the lack of alveolar contact even those ‘totally’ assimilated items could be discriminant! from the all velar uaqanccs better than chance with the fol- lowmg pilot. experiments we wanted to .311d the difl'crenccs in tongue movement 1n alveolar to velar assimilation. 

2. PROCEDURE 
Two male German speakers read ten utter-- 
anccs of the type ”Wu' oIen zu Bange- 
hen” (vs all velar "Wu' wollcn zu Bcgkge- 
hcn") ten times at two different speaking 
rates (nonnal/fast) in randomized order. 
Besides the audio signal tongue move- 
ments werc recorded with the help of an 
electromagnetic articulograph (A6100, 
Carstens Mcdizinelcktronik; cf. [3]) via 
three coils placed on the midsaggital line 
of the tongue: (1) as far back as possible 
(back coil), (2) ca. 0.5 cm behind the the tip 
of the tongue (front coil), and (3) midway 
between the others (mid coil). 

Besides Spectrographic analysis of for- 
mant frequencies in the middle of the pre- 
ceeding vowel and at implosion of the al- 
veolar/velar stop, and of acoustic segment 
duration, the position of the three coils (as 
their x/y—coordinates on the midsaggital 
plane) were determined at the following 
pomfs in time: (1) in the middle of the pre- 
ccedmg vowel, (2) at the beginning of stop 
closure, (3) at the first stop release (if presentl), and (4) at the second stop 
release. 

3. RESULTS 
In contrast to the English study the audito- ry analysis of our data revealed that there Is Pnly a weak tendency for assimilation in thls German material constructed in paral- lel. One of the speakers almost never pro- duced _perccivable assimilations. For the numcncal analysis we therefore chose the 
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Figure 1 : Mean ‘tongue contours' at four different points in time for alveolar/velar stop pro- 
duction for both subjects (xly coil positions in mm). 

item with the most occurcnccs of assimila- 
tion, i.c. “Er wird es balnricgcn” (vs all- 
vclar ”Er wird das Balg_kricgcn”).The 
mean coil position at the four points in time 
for both subjects and both places of articu- 
lation are seen in Figure 1. The differences 
in coil placement for the two subjects are 
clearly seen besides the differences in stop 
place of articulation. 

For the statistical analysis the positional 
data as well as the measured frequencies 
for the second and third formants at implo- 
sion were subjected to separate two—facto- 
rial analyses of variance (with the factors 
speech rate and place of articulation). 
There was no influence of speech rate on 
the formant frequencies at imPlosion for 
either speaker. The only significant effects 
were a higherF2 (p < .001) and a lowerF3 
(p < .001) for velars. The positional data 
showed significant effects only for one 
speaker (S 1). His mean coil positions and 
standard deviations are shown in inTablc I 

and II. The differences in tongue contour 
are also shown in Figure 2. 

The analyses of variance showed signifi- 
cant interactions between thc factors 
Speech rate and place of articulation only 
for the y—position of the mid and back coil 
at the first stop release: while for alveolar] 
velar utterances at fast rate of speech coil 
2 is on the average 4.7 mm higher (p < 
.001) than in the case of normal rate of 
speech, no such rate effects are seen for the 
all velar utterances. A parallel effect is 
seen for the y—position of the back coil at 
the first stop release: the value for the fast 
alveolar utterance is on the average 3.9 mm 
hi ghcr than for the utterance at normal rate. 
At the same time the differences between 
fast alveolar/velar and all velar utterances 
always remain significant (p < .01; .001).2 

4. DISCUSSION 
These results (cf. Figure 2) can be summa- 
rized as follows: Whereas tongue position 
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Figure 2: Mean 'tongue contours' at Implosion and first burst for alveolarlvelar stop produé- 
tlon at normal vs fast rate of speech for subject 1 (xly coil positions In mm). 

Table I: 
Mean coil postion at implosion (a) and at 

stop release (b) in cm 
(lst line: x, 3rd line: y, 2nd/4th line: stan- 

dard deviations) at slow rate for SI  
(3.: alveolar, v: velar) 

(a) 
coil 

1 2 3 
a v a v a v 

7.36 7.34 9.84 93710341090 
.13 .13 .10 .15 .08 .15 

18.23 17.87 18.99 19.30 18.17 18.57 
.21 .26 .15 .10 .10 .16 

(b) 
coil 

1 2 3 
a v a v a v 

7.24 7.24 9.67 9.6010.6110.76 
.13 .10 .08 .15 .01 .11 

11.9117.4718.8ll9.3718.2619.00 
.16 .22 .13 .10 .13 .12 

Table II: 
Mean coil postion at implosion (a) and at 

stop release (b) m cm 
(lst line: x, 3nd line: y. 2nd/4th line: osmi- 

dard deviations) at fast rate for S l " 
(a: alveolar, v: velar) 

(a) 
coil 

1 2 3 
a v a v a v 

7.36 7.40 9.81 9.76 10.71 10.84 
.05 .16 .11 .13 .12 .11 

18.29 17.87 19.10 19.46 18.23 18.83 
.13 .24 .12 .10 . l l  .11 

(b) . . . . . . . . .  n...— 

1 .2 3 
I V a V I V 7.17 7.37 9.53 9.64 10.59103? .08 .16 .05 .13 .01 .16 18.0617.49 192919.49 18.64 19.06 .19 .26 .12 .07 .05 .u 

at implosion and the first stop release does 
not change dramatically with speaking ra- 
tcfor the all velar utterances, the back of 
the tongue clearly adopts a higher position 
in the fast alveolar/velar utterances. But on 
the other hand this higher position does not 
reach the configuration of the all velar 
utterances. This clearly seems to be in 
accordance with thc View that assimilation 
rather is due to a continuous coarticulatory 
process than a process of featural change. 

5. FURTHER EXPERIMENTS 
In a second pilot experiment these effects 
were studied in more detail with another 
male German subject. Herc, additionally, 
we wanted to study the influence of con- 
text on alveolar/velar assimilation: 
Besides preceding /_aldlg/ as in the 
experiments above (“bald/Balg") simple 
/_adlg/—endings (‘Tat‘ag”) were used 
with following accented vs unacccnted 
[gel C‘gebcn” vs “gestandcn” or “gehal- 
ten”; accented syllables bold). ' 

6. NOTES 
* The experiments reported here were con- 

ducted in the course of an experimental 
workshop. I am indcptcd to my students 
S. Burger, P. Jankcr, L. Kufi'er, C. Moo- 
shammer. D. Stein and A. Zimmcr for 
help In carrying out the experiments and 
part of the analyses. 

- 1 This was almost always the case. For the 
statistical analyses only items showing 
two stop releases were used. 

2 Besides these interactions there IS a fur- 
ther for the x—posilion of the mid coil at 
the first Stop release, only showing a 
marginal (p < .05) fronting effect (.5 
mm) for fast alveolats (all other simple 
effects being not significant). Another 
interaction - not of relevance here — is 
seen for the y—position of the back coil at 
implosion: Here the simple effect of 
speaking rate for alveolars is not signifi- 
cant. the one for velars showing on aver- 
age a 2.5 mm higher position for the fast 
rate (p < 001). 

K 

The other main cffccts - not of rele- 
vance here - are: mid coil, y-position at 
implosion, 1.4 mm higher at fast rate (p 
< .01) and 3.3 mm higher vor velars ( p  
< .001); front coil, y—position at the first 
stop release, 5.1 mm higher for alveolars 
(p < .001); back coil, x—position at the 
first burst, 1.9 mm more back for vclam 
(p < .001). 
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